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INTRO TO PEER CIRCLE

What is Peer Circle? Peer Circle is a peer-based

organization where you meet new peers at support groups

and meetings.

Peer Circle is similar to Friendship Circle where you can

make new friends.

You can make new friends at Peer Circle if you attend a

support group or a meeting.

Be a friend and peer to anybody who needs them. 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AUTISM SUPPORT GROUP

What is the true meaning of autism? Autism is a

neurological condition where you or anybody thinks

differently than anybody else. Autism is a diverse

spectrum from nonverbal to verbal. Autism support group

is about accepting and supporting autistic people.

Autism is a lifelong complex unique condition which

occurs only in the brain. Autism is inexorable and

incurable. Nothing causes autism except different

thinking is the only cause of autism.

Why is it hard for everyone to accept autism these days?

Its not so hard to accept autism now and then even it’s

still misunderstood when it comes to curing them and we

eventually get the truths of autism.

Autism cure is not found in science and its

pseudoscience. It is natural to be autistic.

People get asked, why do autistic people do animalistic

behaviors, why do autistic people have visual thinking

than just critical thinking, or anything else.

Say no to curing autistic people.



Certain autistic students are placed in special education

classrooms than non-autistic peers. 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RAPE VICTIM SUPPORT

GROUP

Sex is often misunderstood cause they thought rape is sex

but it’s not. Rape is a sexual violent action where anyone

forces them to have sex with them. Rape is sexual abuse

and sexual harassment.

We may have seen rapes in porn films, books, and in real

life. Rape links to overpopulation, sex trafficking, and

pregnancy. Too much sex is problematic, especially

overusing the word sex.

Rape victim support group is about supporting and

accepting the rape victims. Rape victims can recover

from being raped with support.

Rape is sex slavery just like porn is sex slavery.

Overusing the word sex is like attempting to rape them

and have sex with them.

It is so important to have safe sex education in schools to

practice birth control.

Be supportive to the rape victims.



Say no to rape. Say no to sex trafficking. Say no to sex

slavery. Say no to porn. Say no to sexual harassment.

Certain students get raped than their peers who did not

get raped. 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ANONYMITY SUPPORT

GROUP

Anonymity is a right to remain anonymous. Anonymity is

often misunderstood when it comes to egoism.

Some people choose to remain anonymous if writing or

not.

Anonymity support group is about accepting and

supporting anonymity.

We need to be aware of anonymity in this world.

Anonymous is a word not a name.

There are plenty of anonymous authors now and then.

Facebook is the only one that doesn’t accept anonymity

and other social medias like tumblr accept anonymity.

Say no to anti-anonymity. 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SPECIAL NEEDS SUPPORT

GROUP

Special needs like cerebral palsy, deaf, epilepsy,

Alzheimer's disease, physical disabilities, and anxiety

mutism are often misunderstood.

Obesity is not only an eating disorder but a physical

disability as well when it comes to morbid obesity.

Special needs support group are about accepting and

supporting special needs.

Alzheimer’s disease is curable but it takes a while to cure

Alzheimer's disease if the meal plans have been altered.

Epilepsy is curable but it takes a while to cure epilepsy if

the meal plans have been altered.

The only cure for physical disability is physical rehab

therapy not just meal plan alterations.

The only cure for deafness is the hearing aid to help with

certain problems. Deafness is physically a hearing

disability.

The only cure for Cerebral Palsy is the walker,

wheelchair, and physical rehab therapy.



The only cure for anxiety mutism is speech therapy.

Anxiety mutism was formally known as selective

mutism.

People with special needs need your support and

acceptance.

People with special needs are placed in special education

classrooms than their peers without special needs. 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TARGETED INDIVIDUAL

SUPPORT GROUP

Stalking can make anybody a targeted individual.

Cyberbullying/bullying can make anybody a targeted

individual.

Spying can make anybody a targeted individual.

Torture can make anybody a targeted individual.

Any crimes make anybody a targeted individual.

Targeted individual support group is about accepting and

supporting targeted individuals.

Targeted individuals can get recovered from being

targeted with support.

Say no to targeting.

Certain students are bullied and targeted than their peers

who are not bullied and targeted. 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PEER BASED SUPPORT

GROUP

Peer based support group is about accepting, meeting,

and supporting peers.

Peer based support groups are mainly about making new

friends.

Everyone needs a friend or a peer sometime in their life.

Who wants to be a peer? Anybody can be a peer to

anybody.

Be a peer to anybody who needs them. 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LGBTQ+ SUPPORT GROUP

LGBTQ+ spectrum was misunderstood when it comes to

binarism.

LGBTQ+ stands for lesbain, gay, bi, trans, and queer

plus.

LGBTQ+ people have many sexual orientations and

romantic orientations.

Is polyamory part of the LGBTQ+ community? Yes if

LGBTQ+ were to love more than 1 partner of any gender.

Love has nothing to do with sexuality and gender except

romanticism. Love is romanticism and or eroticism.

LGBTQ+ is a personality not a mental disorder.

LGBTQ+ support group is about accepting and

supporting LGBTQ+ people.

LGBTQ+ students were bullied, targeted, and attacked in

school than their cisgender peers who are not bullied,

targeted, and attacked.

Your gender, sexuality, and romantic orientations are a

personality. 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12 STEP MEETINGS

12 step meetings are about anonymity in 12 step

meetings.



12 step meeting

Alcoholics anonymous meeting

Emotions anonymous meeting

Narcotics anonymous meeting

All addictions anonymous meeting

Sex addicts anonymous meeting

Overeating anonymous meeting

Porn addiction anonymous meeting

Technology addiction anonymous meeting

Gambling addiction anonymous meeting

SMART recovery

and more 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ARBITRARY EDUCATION

MEETING

Arbitrary education meeting is about educating whats

arbitrary and whats not arbitrary.

Certain things are arbitrary like laws, time, and

measurements.

Calendars like Gregorian Calendar are arbitrary.

Age is arbitrary.

Time is arbitrary.

Money is arbitrary.

Laws are arbitrary.

Measurements are arbitrary.

Plans are arbitrary.

Ethnicity is arbitrary.

Labels are arbitrary.

Locations are arbitrary.

Names are arbitrary. 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MORE QUESTIONS?

If you have any more questions, contact

retiredgen11@me.com.

Thank you for supporting Peer Circle.
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